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Living Space
Space to work and play allows passengers to get the most from their journey. The 
PF3000 has been designed to maximise living space whilst giving airlines the ability 
to install seats at 28” pitch and still comfortably accomodate taller passengers. 
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Comfort and Style
Whatever class you travel, Pitch believe the seat should 
be comfortable and stylish with an unquestionable 
quality that runs throughout the product.
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Practical Storage
In-seat storage should be practical for passengers and easily mainained for 
airlines. Pitch has developed and patented unique upper and lower seat storage 
systems with a focus on versatility and robustness.
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Devoted to Detail
At Pitch we believe even the smallest details matter and are careful to ensure the 
customer is reassured by every aspect of the seat. It is a philosophy that forms part 
of our DNA as we strive to set new quality standards in our industry.



9.8Kg PAX place, 29.4Kg STD triple 
(Including dress covers)

Easy-clean cushion system reduces 
cleaning and maintenance costs

Excellent comfort and ergonomics 
provided by highly sculpted, long 
lasting cushions

Designed Designed for fast entry/egress

Key Features

PF3000 KEY FEATU
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3” additional leg and shin room provided 
by sculpted seat back

‘Easy-clean’ patented upper literature 
pocket for A4 size airline literature

Additional knee room provided by 
chamfered table shape

Extendable tray table

PPatented lower bungee storage system

‘Space-Maker’ armrests

PF3000 KEY FEATU
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1” additional hip space over 
traditional seat provided by our 
‘slim line’ in-arm tray table

Simple and robust aluminium 
construction

Auto-fold tray table

FFast replacement of serviceable 
parts

Key Features
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Functionality

*Customer Option

USB Power* Tablet Laptop
Pitch offers a  USB power option behind 
the tray table naturally confining its use to 
inflight only. Charging your mobile device 
whilst on the go is a huge benefit for both 
business and leisure passengers.

The PF3000 offers a safe and useful 
location for your tablet when the tray 
table is extended. The depression behind 
the table helps secure the tablet and it 
can be stored upright in the seat back 
when space is needed.

Todays business users oen struggle to 
use their laptops when seats are close 
together - especially if the seats have 
recline. Pitch has thought carefully about 
this space to allow passengers to work 
comfortably  during the flight.

PF3000 KEY FEATU
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PF3000 SPACE

Passenger Space
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The PF3000 seat is a fixed 
recline seat with the recline 
set approximately 1.5” further 
back at the top of the seat.

The cuThe curved sculpted backrest 
provides approximately 3” 
more legroom at the same 
pitch compared with a 
traditional seat.

Increased legroom +3”

Fixed recline +1.5”



PF3000 SPACE

23.4” 17.2” 17.2”17.2”
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The Standard PF3000 seat is aimed at fast turn around, short-haul 
operators who want  to turn passengers quickly between flights. With 
today’s baggage policies, the wider aisle allows passengers to pass 
each other whilst loading and unloading the overhead bins, reducing 
turn around times. 

Based on A320 Family

Wide Aisle



Standard Options Additional Options

Customer Branding

Dress Cover
Colour

Seat Belt
Colour

Bespoke Dress
Cover Design

Bungee Cord
Colour

Hanger 
Badge

Latch
Badge
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Pitch has extensive experience 
using a synthetic ‘leather look’ 
material on our seats. We have 
had four years flying experience 
with Enduralite Faux Leather 
and it has proved to perform  
very well to date. Faux leather 
lookslooks like leather but is lighter 
than leather. Typically it  is 
around 400 grams per square 
metre.

Faux Leather
PF3000 O
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SLATE

SKY

OCEAN

EMERALD

FLAME

CHOCOLATE

BERRY

SADDLE



Dimensions

PF3000 TECH
N
ICAL SPECIFICATIO
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Width of Triple

Between Armrests

Overall Height

Armrest Length

Armrest Height

Cushion Height

1507mm

438mm

1145mm

214mm

612mm

445mm

59.3”

17.2”

45.1”

8.4”

24.1”

17.5”
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Pitch Aircra Seating Systems is a UK based seat manufacturer with a 
focus on innovative, high quality products. Incorporated in 2010, Pitch 
developed its first seat, the PF2000 under a joint development 
agreement with Intier Automotive, a global automotive supplier who 
manufactured the seat in their Redditch facility. 

TheThe company launched the PF2000 in 2014, receiving very positive 
customer feedback for both its space efficiency and impact on the cabin. 
Pitch now has its own manufacturing and development centre, within 
easy reach of Birmingham International Airport, where it assembles the 
PF3000.

About Us
PITCH
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PITCH AIRCRAFT SEATING SYSTEMS

58 HEMING ROAD
REDDITCH

WORCESTERSHIRE
B98 0EA

+44 (0)1527 868 023
CCLAIRE.JACKSON@PITCHAIRCRAFTSEATING.CO.UK

WWW.PITCHCRAFTSEATING.CO.UK

Images and data shown in this document are for general reference and subject to variation.
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